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Reassign Jobs in JOBZ!
If you have reassigned a contact to a new rep in ADDRESS, you might want to give the new rep access
to the jobs that the old rep has entered for that contact. Do this by entering the new rep's name into the
Team Rep field on those jobs. (1)
The new rep can then FIND those jobs, as well as view them on the SORT screen, Job Team tab (2) and
when the new rep makes a clone or a dupe of that job, their name will be placed into the Sales Rep field
on the copy. This preserves the historical data of a billed job but allows the new rep to build on it.
To give the new rep access to all Jobs that a previous rep had entered for that customer, FIND JOB:
(Company Name + Sales Rep). (3)
You can narrow the found set of jobs using Job Status in the find operation, for example, by specifying
Company Name + Sales Rep + Status Billed. This will find only the jobs that the old rep actually
completed for the customer. (4)
Or you can use the Additional Find Request feature to build a set of jobs by multiple criteria.
For jobs that are Working, Pending or In Estimating: FIND JOB: (Company Name + Sales Rep + Status
Working > Additional Request: (Company Name + Sales Rep + Status Pending > Additional Request:
(Company Name + Sales Rep + Status In Estimating) Then Continue. The found set will include jobs of
all 3 status, with the same company name and sales rep. Once you have the found set:
Changing a set of records all at once with Replace Field Contents, available only to managers:
Let's say you have 160 jobs that all need a new Team Rep appointed and you don't want to click through
every job to make the change on each one.
First, make sure you have just those jobs or contacts "Found" that need to be changed. That is, perform a
FIND that results in a Found Set of records that all need the change.
Next, on one of those 160 jobs (any one) click into the field that is to be changed on all the found records,
and make it the way you want all of them to be. In this case, on the SPEX screen, the Team Rep field.
Then immediately pull down Scripts, Manager Access to invoke management menu commands, which
will not appear to do anything, but it will cause the Replace Field Contents command to appear in the
Jobs menu. (5)
Next, pull down the Jobs menu and invoke the Replace Field Contents command. Note that it will prompt
you with exactly what will happen if you proceed, and you may cancel. Just click Replace and all of the
160 jobs will be changed at once.
Note that this cannot be undone- it makes a permanent change to all of the found records. Be sure to
READ the dialog box that asks you if you want to continue. The only way this can go wrong is if you don't
read the dialog box, and you happen to be in the wrong field by accident, so pay attention. Don't do this
when you are distracted.
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